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Ysgol Harri Tudur / Henry Tudor School fully recognises the contribution it makes to 
safeguarding. It is fully committed to adhering to the Wales Safeguarding Procedures 
(Appendix F), the Welsh Government guidance ‘Keeping Learners Safe’ and section 
175 of the Education Act, 2002. This requires Local Authorities and Governing Bodies of 
maintained schools and institutions to have arrangements for exercising their functions 
with a view to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children creating and 
maintaining a safe learning environment. 
 
There are three main elements to our policy: 
 
● prevention through the teaching and pastoral support offered to learners 
● procedures for identifying and reporting cases, or suspected cases, of abuse by a 
parent/carer or practitioner and this includes sexual harassment by peers. Because of our 
day to day contact with children school staff are well placed to observe the outward signs 
of abuse,  
● support to learners who may have been abused either by a 
parent/carer/practitioner or by a learner peer.  
 
We will also work together with other agencies in order to ensure there is a robust system 
for: 
 
o preventing unsuitable people from working with children and young people; 
o promoting safe practice and challenge poor and unsafe practice; 
o risk assessment and ensuring safety of children whilst off site or on educational 
visits 
o contributing to effective partnership working between all those involved in providing 
services for children and young people 
o  liaising with other schools/agencies when there may be low level concerns about 
a learner who may have a sibling in another school/setting as they may have other 
relevant information or may be able to offer support. 
o site security in and around the school including the admittance of visitors to the 
school 
 
Our policy applies to all staff, governors and volunteers working in the school.   Our school 
will annually review the policy and is committed to following any new guidance received 
from Welsh Government or the Mid and West Wales Regional Safeguarding Board 
(CYSUR).  
 
 
 
 
Ysgol Harri Tudur / Henry Tudor School as a relevant partner, has duty to report any 
concerns about a child at risk as outlined in section 162(2) and 1624(4) of the Social 
Services and Wellbeing Act (Wales). 

Introduction 
 

 

Duty to report children at risk 
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Section 130(4) of the Social Services and Wellbeing Act (Wales) 2014 ….. defines a ‘child 
at risk’ as a child who: 
● is experiencing or is at risk of abuse, neglect or other kinds of harm; and 
● has needs for care and support  
 
The Child Care Assessment Team within Pembrokeshire County Council can be 
contacted for advice and guidance on 01437 776444. 
 
 
 
 
The school also has a duty to report ‘adults at risk’ which is outlined in section 126(1) of 
the Social Services and Wellbeing Act (Wales) 2014. An ‘adult at risk’ is defined as an 
adult who: 
 
● is experiencing or is at risk of abuse and neglect 
● has needs for care and support  
● as a result of those needs is unable to protect himself or herself against the abuse 
or the risk of it. 
 
The Adult Safeguarding Team within Pembrokeshire County Council can be contacted 
for advice and guidance on 01437 776056. 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometimes a child or young person may only feel confident to confide in a member of 
staff that they have been harmed if they feel that the information will not be shared with 
anyone else. However, staff have a professional responsibility to share relevant 
information about any alleged abuse or neglect of children with the designated statutory 
agencies. 
 
It is important that every member of staff is sensitive and explains to the child or young 
person the need to inform the relevant people, but that they will only tell those who need 
to know and it will not be shared generally. Be aware that it may well have taken significant 
courage on their part to share their abuse or neglect and that they may also be 
experiencing conflicting emotions, involving feelings of guilt, embarrassment and 
disloyalty if the abuser is someone close. 
 
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that only those with a professional 
involvement, e.g. the Designated Senior Person (DSP) and the Headteacher, have 
access to any safeguarding records. At all other times they should be stored securely 
either electronically or locked in a filing cabinet and separate from the child or young 
person’s main file. 
 
A separate document ‘Retention and Transfer of records policy’ gives guidance on 
safeguarding records in schools 
 

Duty to report adults at risk 
 

 

Confidentiality 
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The Designated Senior Person for child protection in this school is: Mrs Ann Andrews. 
DSP Cover; Mrs Sara Smith, Mr Jon Jones. 
 
 
 
 
We recognise that high self-esteem, confidence, supportive friends and good lines of 
communication with a trusted adult helps to safeguard learners. 
 
The school will therefore: 
 
● establish and maintain an ethos where children feel secure and are encouraged to 
talk, and are heard 
● ensure children know that there are adults in the school whom they can approach 
if they are worried or in difficulty 
● include in the curriculum, activities and opportunities for relationships and sexuality 
education which equip children with the skills they need to stay safe from abuse and to 
know to whom to turn for help  
● ensure children are aware of their rights to be safe through the promotion of the 
UNCRC.   
● build relationships with other agencies and ensure early and appropriate referrals 
for support and intervention are made before risks escalate  
● take a whole-school (setting) approach to well-being which will incorporate 
safeguarding and preventative measures to support children and families. 
 
 
 
 
We adhere to the Wales Safeguarding Procedures that have been endorsed by Welsh 
Government and the Mid and West Wales Regional Safeguarding Children Board 
(CYSUR). We also acknowledge the ‘Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act (2014).  
The school: 
 
● has a Designated Senior Person (DSP) for safeguarding who has undertaken 
relevant training. This person is Mrs Ann Andrews  
● recognises the role of the DSP who has undertaken appropriate safeguarding 
training as outlined in the Welsh Government document ‘Keeping Learners Safe’. (See 
Appendix B) 
● should ensure the DSP has completed the five ‘Keeping Learners Safe’ modules 
which can be found on the HWB website 
● ensures every member of staff and governor: 
o knows the name and role of the DSP and designated  governor for safeguarding 
o knows that they have an individual responsibility for referring safeguarding  
concerns following the local process and protocols 
o knows how to refer concerns where the DSP is unavailable 
● ensures that all staff are aware of and alert to signs of abuse and know how to 
respond to a learner who makes an allegation(see Appendix A) 
● ensures that members of staff who are EWC registrants are aware of the Code of 
Professional Conduct and Practice for registrants with the Education Workforce Council 

Prevention 
 

 

Safeguarding Procedures  
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and the expectation within the Code that the registrant has regard to the safety and 
well-being of learners in their care and related content 
● ensures that parents have an understanding of the school’s safeguarding 
responsibility and this is outlined in the school brochure/prospectus 
● ensures all staff undertake any agreed local authority safeguarding training 
relevant to their role 
● provides training for all staff so that they: ‒ understand their personal responsibility 
‒ know the agreed local procedures and their duty to respond ‒ are aware of the need to 
be vigilant in identifying cases of abuse and neglect ‒ know how to support a child who 
discloses abuse or neglect ‒ understand the role online behaviours may have in each of 
the above 
● will notify Children’s Services Social Care if: 
o  a learner subject to a  child protection plan is excluded either for a fixed term or 
permanently 
o there is an unexplained absence of more than two days duration from school (or 
one day following a weekend) if the learner is subject to a child protection plan  
o if there is an unexplained absence of a learner with a child in need care and support 
plan 
● provides a regular safeguarding briefing for all staff about: 
o their personal responsibility for safeguarding  
o local safeguarding referral procedures  
o identifying abuse and neglect 
o how to support a child who alleges abuse 
o any new safeguarding information or procedures 
● co-operates with relevant agencies regarding safeguarding enquiries as required  
including reporting and attendance at strategy meetings, initial/review child protection 
conferences and core group meetings. 
● keeps written records of concerns about children (noting the date, event and action 
taken), even where there is no need to refer the matter to Social Care immediately. 
● ensures all records are kept securely locked or password protected 
● adheres to the procedures set out in the Welsh Government‘s Disciplinary and 
dismissal procedures for school staff: Revised guidance for governing bodies  
● ensures that recruitment and selection procedures are made in accordance with 
any local authority protocol and Welsh Government guidance ‘Keeping Learners Safe’. 
● designates a governor for safeguarding  who  oversees the school safeguarding 
policy and practice. (See pages Appendix C – Responsibilities of Governing 
Bodies/Proprietors) 

 

  Safeguarding Online
  

 

All schools have a statutory duty to operate in a way that takes into account the need 
to safeguard and promote the online safety of children as outlined in Section 7 of the 
Welsh Government ‘Keeping learners Safe’ guidance. 

Our school prioritises online safety and our safeguarding policies and practice has 
been developed to ensure a culture where learners are safeguarded when using 

https://www.gov.wales/keeping-learners-safe
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school digital equipment. The WG Education Digital Standards provides guidance to 
schools in managing the digital environment. 

We are committed to nurturing and promoting the safe and positive use of technology 
to children and young people by building a strong architecture around the child where 
practitioners are skilled and families are aware of how to support children in their 
online lives. 

The Welsh Government guidance ‘Enhancing digital resilience in education: An action 
 plan to protect children and young people online’ provides an overview of the work 
being undertaken by the Welsh Government to enhance the digital resilience of 
children and young people in Wales. 

The school adheres to the Welsh Government guidance ‘Live-streaming and video- 
 conferencing: safeguarding principles and practice’ when a need arises for a 
groups of school learners to be educated through a digital platform. 

The school also utilises the ‘360 degree safe Cymru’ which is an online safety 
self- assessment tool for schools. 
For further information, please 
contact: Cara Huggins 

Safeguarding in Education Manager 
 Caroline.Huggins@pembrokeshire.gov.uk 
 
 
 
 
 
If a member of staff has concerns about the welfare of a child or young person, the DSP 
or Head will be informed immediately. They will take advice from the Child Care 
Assessment Team (CCAT) on 01437 776444 and take responsibility for making any 
subsequent report (referral) to CCAT.  If the DSP or Head is unavailable THIS MUST 
NOT DELAY ACTION.  The member of staff who has concerns should seek advice 
from the CCAT directly and notify the DSP or Head of the advice or report (referral) as 
soon as possible. 
 
Where there are differences of opinion, the member of staff should seek advice directly 
from the Child Care Assessment Team. If the child or young person is about to leave the 
premises, the DSP or the Head should be informed immediately.  The DSP or the Head, 
in consultation with the CCAT, will decide on the next steps. 
 
If the advice from CCAT is to make a written report (referral) to the Child Care Assessment 
Team (CCAT), this must be completed on a Multi Agency Referral Form (MARF) within 
24 hours.  
 
Although the age and verbal skills of a child or young person will always be considered, 
the Police and/or the Child Care Assessment Team may wish to interview a child or young 
person on the school premises and the DSP or Head can allow this request.  
 

 

Making a Safeguarding referral  
 

 

https://hwb.gov.wales/support-centre/education-digital-standards
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/enhancing-digital-resilience-in-education-an-action-plan-to-protect-children-and-young-people-online
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/enhancing-digital-resilience-in-education-an-action-plan-to-protect-children-and-young-people-online
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/enhancing-digital-resilience-in-education-an-action-plan-to-protect-children-and-young-people-online
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/enhancing-digital-resilience-in-education-an-action-plan-to-protect-children-and-young-people-online
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/live-streaming-and-video-conferencing-safeguarding-principles-and-practice
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/live-streaming-and-video-conferencing-safeguarding-principles-and-practice
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/live-streaming-and-video-conferencing-safeguarding-principles-and-practice
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/live-streaming-and-video-conferencing-safeguarding-principles-and-practice
https://hwb.gov.wales/keeping-safe-online/360-safe-cymru
mailto:Caroline.Huggins@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
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If an injury has occurred and whether or not there is reason to believe that it has been 
caused by abuse, the following action should be taken: 

a) If the injury is serious and warrants urgent medical attention, an ambulance should 
be called and the child or young person taken to the Accident and Emergency 
Department.   
 
b) If  there is an allegation or reasonable cause to believe that the injury or abuse is 
caused by the parent or carer, the Child Care Assessment Team (CCAT) must be 
informed IMMEDIATELY as they may wish to make arrangements for the child to be 
examined by a Paediatrician on arrival at hospital 
 
c) Discuss with CCAT or the Police as who will make the decision as to when the 
parents/carers will be notified. 
 
The DSP or Head must be immediately informed of the above course of action. Failure 
by staff to report suspected abuse to a child could result in disciplinary action being taken 
against them. 
 
 
 
 
Our school will ensure that all staff need are familiar with the local authority arrangements 
for whistleblowing. Staff should be aware that 3.3 of the local authority Whistleblowing 
policy states that where any concern relates to a safeguarding matter they must consult 
the Child Care Assessment Team who will in turn inform the Local Authority Designated 
Officer (LADO) who manages professional allegations/concerns if required. 
 
 
 
 
 
The definitions of abuse and neglect are found in the Wales Safeguarding Procedures 
2019 and The Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 ‘ Working Together to 
Safeguard People Volume 5 – Handling Individual Cases to Protect Children at Risk’ 
document but can also be found for easy reference in Appendix C, Definitions and 
Indicators of Child Abuse.  
 
Our school acknowledges that some children or young people can be more vulnerable to 
abuse and neglect and we have specific safeguarding duties and responsibilities in 
relation to these and adhere to the following All Wales Practice Guides in relation to these. 
 
● Safeguarding Children from Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE) 
● Safeguarding Children from Abuse related to cultural and religious beliefs  
● Safeguarding Children who may be trafficked 
● Safeguarding Children affected by domestic abuse 
● Safeguarding Children from child neglect 
● Safeguarding Children from online abuse 
● Safeguarding Children where there are concerns about Harmful Sexual Behaviour 
● Safeguarding Children who are home educated 

Whistleblowing  
 

 

Safeguarding children in specific circumstances: 
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● Safeguarding Children who go missing from home or care 
● Safeguarding Children from Child Sexual Exploitation 
● Safeguarding Children in relation to the Children (Abolition of Defence of 
Reasonable Punishment) ( Wales) Act 2020 
● Safeguarding Children from radicalisation 
 
We also have specific safeguarding duties in relation to (but not exclusively):  
 
● Challenging bullying - Equality, Rights and Respect  
● Children with disabilities 
● Young People Looked After  
● Children living with parental substance misuse or mental ill health 
● Children and young people in the youth justice system 
● Children at risk of forced marriage/Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
● Young people who misuse substances 
● Children Missing Education 
● Learners with Medical conditions  
 
The wider ranges of specific safeguarding circumstances are outlined in more details in 
Chapter 5 of the Welsh Government ‘Keeping Learners Safe’ guidance. It is imperative 
that staff are fully aware of wider safeguarding circumstances. The school also has its 
own policies in relation to some of these.  
 
This school takes reports of peer-on-peer sexual harassment and abuse seriously, and 
accepts that all forms of sexual harassment and abuse are unacceptable and cannot be 
tolerated. This school will ensure that it has procedures in place to encourage learners 
to speak up if they are subject to any peer-on-peer sexual abuse and to ensure that the 
curriculum delivers relationship and sexuality education effectively including the issue of 
consent.  
 
The school has a Health and Safety policy and plan which is reviewed regularly by the 
school Governing Body who oversee the policy and school health and safety 
arrangements in liaison with the Headteacher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the event of an allegation being made against a member of staff by a child, young 
person or adult the school will follow the Wales Safeguarding Procedures, Section 5. The 
person in receipt of that allegation must immediately pass details of the concern to the 
Head, or in their absence a member of staff, with senior leadership responsibility. The 
Head will then contact the Child Care Assessment Team to discuss the next steps in line 
with local arrangements.  The Head can also seek advice from the Local Authority 
Designated Officer (LADO) who manages professional allegations/concerns on 01437 
776222.  
 
If a safeguarding allegation is made against the Headteacher the member of staff in 
receipt of that allegation must contact the Chair of Governors who will then contact Child 

Managing Allegations/Concerns about Practitioners and Those in 
Positions of Trust 
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Care Assessment Team or the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO). Advice can 
always be sought from either CCAT or the LADO.  
 
Abuse of position of trust 
 
Welsh Government Guidance indicates that all education staff need to know that 
inappropriate behaviour with, or towards, children is unacceptable.  In particular, under 
the Sexual Offences Act, 2003, it is an offence for a person over 18 (for example teacher, 
youth worker) to have a sexual relationship with a child under 18 where that person is in 
a position of trust in respect of that child, even if the relationship would appear to be 
consensual.  This applies where the child or young person is in full-time education and 
the person works in the same establishment, even if he/she does not teach the child or 
young person.  (See Appendix E – Abuse of Trust) 
 
 
 
 
 
Abuse and neglect is devastating for a child or young person and can also result in 
distress and anxiety for staff who are involved. We recognise that children who suffer 
abuse and neglect or witness violence may be deeply affected. School may be the only 
stable, secure and predictable element in the lives of children and young people who 
suffer abuse and neglect. However, their behaviour may be challenging at school or they 
may become withdrawn. The school will endeavour to support the learner by taking all 
allegations seriously and: 
 
● ensure the DSP keeps all parties informed and be the central point of contact. 
Where a member of staff is the subject of an allegation made by a child or young person,  
a separate link person will be nominated to avoid any conflict of interest 
● respond sympathetically to any request from learners or staff for time out to deal 
with distress or anxiety 
● maintain confidentiality and sharing information on a need-to-know basis only with 
relevant individuals and agencies 
● keep and store records securely and notify Social Care as soon as there is a 
recurrence of a concern 
● offer details of helplines, counselling or other avenues of external support 
● cooperating fully with relevant statutory agencies 
 
The content of the school curriculum encourages self-esteem, self-motivation, healthy 
relationships and children’s rights and will promote a positive, supportive and secure 
environment and give children and young people a sense of being safe and valued. 
 
The school will employ positive behaviour strategies aimed at supporting vulnerable 
children and young people as we recognise that some children may adopt abusive 
behaviours which should be referred for appropriate internal support and intervention. 
 

Supporting children and young people  
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The school will endeavour to ensure that the children and young people know that some 
behaviour is unacceptable but they are valued and not blamed for any abuse which has 
occurred. The school will: 
 
▪ agree on a consistent approach which focuses on the behaviour of the child or 
young person but does not damage their sense of self-worth  
 
▪ liaise with other agencies such as Social Care, Child and Adolescent Mental Health 
Services, the Educational Psychology Service, Behaviour Support Services, Education 
Welfare Service and advocacy services if required 
 
When a child or young person is subject to a child protection plan transfers to another 
school, the DSP will make immediate contact with relevant officer in the new school to 
arrange transfer of any relevant safeguarding information or child protection plan. The 
‘Retention of records policy’ gives guidance on transferring safeguarding records. 
 
Use of physical intervention  
 
Our policy on physical intervention is set out in our local authority policy ‘Positive Handling 
and Use of Time Out Areas for Schools/Educational Settings- June 2019’ and is reviewed 
annually by the governing body and is consistent with the Welsh Government guidance 
on ‘Safe and effective intervention – use of reasonable force and searching for weapons 
097/2013'. The school is also mindful of the Welsh Government ‘Reducing Restrictive 
Practices Framework’.  
 
 
 
 
The school has a Complaints Procedure, which is based on the model included in the 
Complaints Procedures for School Governing Bodies in Wales 2012, and has complaints 
information for children so that children, staff and the public are able to submit their 
complaints, in respect of the school, including Safeguarding complaints and concerns that 
Safeguarding action has not been taken

Complaints 
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                                                                                                                                           Appendix A 
 

 
 
 
Receive 
Listen carefully to what is being said, without displaying shock or disbelief. Accept what 
is said and even though the child or young person making the allegation may be known 
to you as someone who does not always tell the truth, this should not influence your 
judgement or invalidate their allegation. Do not attempt to investigate the allegation. Your 
duty will be to listen to what is being said and to pass on that information. 
 
Reassure 
Provide re-assurance, be honest and do not make promises you cannot keep, e.g. “I’ll 
stay with you”, or, “Everything will be all right now”.  
Alleviate guilt, if the learner refers to it, e.g. “You’re not to blame. This is not your fault”. 
Do not promise confidentiality as you will be under a duty to pass the information on and 
the child needs to know this. 
 
React 
You can ask questions but information gathering should not be more than necessary to 
clarify the allegation, and should normally only involve speaking to the child/ren directly 
involved. It is preferable if the child/ren can give a free narrative account without 
interruption to ask questions. You can encourage the child/ren to tell you what happened 
in their own words by the use of non-specific prompts and open ended questions such as 
"explain to me what happened", "describe to me what happened", "is there anything else 
you want to tell me?" 
The most common open-ended questions are: What happened? When did it happen? 
Where did it happen? Who was there? Never ask Why as this can infer blame. 
Do not gather "witness" statements unless requested by CCAT and don’t ask the learner 
to repeat their allegation to someone else as they may feel that they are not being 
believed and their recollection of what happened may change. Do not criticize the 
perpetrator as the learner may still have a positive emotional attachment to this person.  

Record 
Keep an accurate record of what the child has said in their own words and of any 
questions you have asked. Note the date/year and time on your written record and who 
took the record and keep your notes. Do not be offended by any offensive language or 
words used to describe the abuse. If you have seen any visible bruising, it is helpful to 
note the position of it but do not ask the child to remove any clothing for this purpose. 
Record statements and observable aspects rather than your interpretations or 
assumptions. 
 
Final Steps 
Advice should then be sought from the DSP, Head who can refer to appropriate agencies 
or seek advice from the Child Care Assessment Team.  
 
 

Responding to an allegation made by a child or young person  
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Appendix B 
 
 
     

 

1.0 Each school should identify a Designated Senior Person (DSP) with lead 
responsibility for managing safeguarding. The DSP should know how to recognise and 
identify the signs of abuse and neglect and know when it is appropriate to make a referral 
to the relevant agencies. The role involves providing advice and support to other staff, 
making reports (referrals) to and working with other agencies as necessary. The DSP role 
is not to investigate allegations, but they must keep the head teacher informed of all 
safeguarding issues. 

1.1 The DSP need not be a teacher, but must be a member of the senior leadership 
team with the status and authority within the organisation to carry out the duties of the 
post, including committing resources to safeguarding, and where appropriate directing 
other staff.  

1.2 In many schools a single DSP will be sufficient, but a deputy should be available 
to act in their absence. In establishments which are organised on different sites or with 
separate management structures, there should be a DSP for each part or site. In large 
organisations, or those with a large number of safeguarding concerns, it may be 
necessary to have a number of deputies or a safeguarding team to deal with the 
responsibilities. 

1.3 The DSP does not have to be an expert in the area of safeguarding but will take 
responsibility for the establishment’s safeguarding practice, policy, procedures and 
professional development working with other agencies as necessary. The head teacher 
should ensure that the DSP: 

o is given sufficient time and resources to carry out the role effectively, which should 
be explicitly defined in the post holder’s job description 
o has access to required levels of training and support to undertake the role 
o is given a detailed handover and induction by the previous DSP when taking over 
the role 
o as time to attend and provide reports and advice to child protection conferences 
and other interagency meetings as required. 
 

Referrals 

1.4 The DSP should act as a point of contact and a source of support, advice and 
expertise within the establishment when deciding whether to make a report (referral) by 
liaising with relevant agencies. 

1.5 The DSP is responsible for making reports (referrals) about allegations of abuse 
to the relevant investigating agencies. Where these relate to cases of alleged abuse or 
allegations against staff, the process is set out in the Welsh Government guidance 
‘Safeguarding children in education: handling allegations of professional abuse against 
teachers and other staff 2014’ and the local authority ‘The Management of Allegations 
against Adults who work with Children 2013’. 

Responsibilities of the Designated Senior Person (DSP) for 
S f   
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Record keeping 

1.6 It is the responsibility of the DSP to keep detailed, accurate and secure 
written/electronic records of children and young people where there are safeguarding 
concerns. These records are confidential and should be kept separately from learner 
records. They should include a chronology of concerns, reports (referrals), meetings, 
phone calls and emails.     

1.7 All records made of concerns including low check-ins should note any actions or 
responses undertaken as the reasons being given for the low check-in. 

1.8 Families can be complex and in many historical records it can get very confusing 
when trying to piece together a chronology of relationships. Records should reflect 
significant people living in a child’s household by name as well as their designation in the 
family.  

1.9 Where children or young people leave the establishment, the DSP should ensure 
their safeguarding file is copied to the new establishment as soon as possible but 
transferred separately from the main learner file. Further guidance can be found in the 
PCC ‘Retention and transfer of safeguarding records’.  

Raising awareness 

1.10 The DSP is responsible for ensuring that parents or carers are aware of the school 
safeguarding policy. This avoids potential for conflict by alerting them to the role of the 
establishment and the duty to report concerns. Many schools include information about 
this at induction meetings for new parents, in their prospectus and on their website. 

1.11 It is good practice for the DSP to provide an annual briefing and regular updates 
at staff meetings on any new safeguarding information or changes in local procedures. 
This ensures that all staff are updated and regularly reminded of their responsibilities, and 
the school’s policies and procedures. It is helpful to discuss safeguarding regularly at staff 
meetings so that awareness remains high. 

1.12 The DSP should liaise with the Designated Governor for safeguarding, so that the 
safeguarding issues are reported at the governing body meetings. Reports to the 
governing body should not be about specific children and young people, but should review 
the safeguarding policies and procedures. It is good practice for the nominated governor 
and the DSP to present the report together. 

1.13 The DSP and safeguarding governor should ensure the establishment’s 
safeguarding policy is reviewed annually. 

Policy review 

1.14 As well as the school safeguarding policy, there are other policies which have 
relevance to safeguarding and the DSP may be involved in monitoring the effectiveness 
of these other policies to ensure the school safeguards its learners. Other relevant 
policies may include: 

o safer working practice/staff code of conduct/professional conduct 
o health and Safety  
o inclusion/ALN/SEN 
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o attendance and behaviour  
o positive handling/physical intervention 
o challenging bullying 
o intimate care 
o safe recruitment and selection 
o online Safety 
o confidentiality 
o whistleblowing 
o strategic equality plan 
o Travel to and from school 
 
Other safeguarding policies can be found on the local authority safeguarding area on 
HWB (Cymyl Addysg). 
 
1.15 Further support and guidance for the DSP may be obtained from the local 
authority. The NSPCC also provides helpful resources and guidance. 

Safeguarding and multi-agency training 

1.16 It is the role of the DSP, working with the head teacher, to ensure all staff and 
volunteers:  

o have access to and understand the school’s safeguarding policy especially new, 
part-time or supply/agency staff who may work with different educational establishments  
o have induction and undertake the safeguarding ‘Safeguarding Children Young 
people and Adults’ eLearning training  
o Undertake the other specialist DSP eLearning training: 
o Violence against Women, Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (VAWDASV) 
eLearning training  
o Radicalisation  
o Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) 
o Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
o Modern Day Slavery and Human Trafficking 
o Honour based Violence and Forced Marriage  
o Suicide Prevention Awareness 
o Self Harm 
o County Lines 
o are able to recognise the signs and indicators of abuse and neglect 
o know how to respond effectively when they have concerns 
o know how to respond to an allegation appropriately 
o know that they have a responsibility to report any concerns immediately  
 
1.17 Training records should be kept by the DSP of all staff attendance and when 
training is next due. 

1.18 In addition to the requirement for the Chair of Governors and the Designated 
Governor to undertake safeguarding training, all governors should be given access to 
safeguarding training to ensure a basic and consistent level of awareness. Governing 
bodies are responsible for ensuring the school’s policies and procedures for safeguarding 
meet statutory requirements and all governors should know what to do if they have 
concerns about a child. 
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1.19 Teachers should receive training in safeguarding as part of Qualified Teaching 
training but this will need to be reinforced by training on local procedures when they are 
first appointed. The QTS Standards are a set of outcome statements that trainee teachers 
have to meet which are linked to other publications and statutory requirements as 
appropriate.  

1.20 Teacher trainees are also required to demonstrate professionalism to ensure that 
relationships with learners are built on mutual trust and respect, and to recognise that this 
will help maximise their learning potential. They are expected to evidence this standard 
by being able to demonstrate knowledge and awareness of the rights and entitlements of 
all learners, as laid out in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(UNCRC) and key Welsh Government policies. 

1.21 Other staff and governors should receive training when they are first appointed. All 
staff who do not have designated responsibility for safeguarding, including teachers, 
should undertake suitable local training at regular intervals thereafter, to keep their 
knowledge and skills up-to-date. 

1.22 Individual schools are responsible for ensuring that staff have the competence and 
confidence to carry out their responsibilities for safeguarding and promoting children’s 
wellbeing. The local authority will be able to provide advice on the minimum levels of 
training required by staff. 

1.23 The purpose of multi-agency training is to achieve better outcomes for children and 
young people including: 

o a shared understanding of the tasks, processes, principles, and roles and 
responsibilities outlined in national guidance and local arrangements for safeguarding 
children and promoting their welfare 
o more effective and integrated services at both the strategic and individual level 
o improved communications between professionals including a common 
understanding of key terms, definitions, and thresholds  
o effective working relationships, including an ability to work in multidisciplinary 
groups or teams 
o sound decision-making based on information sharing, thorough  assessment, 
critical analysis, and professional judgement. 
 
1.24 The DSP should receive training in inter-agency procedures that enables them to 
work in partnership with other agencies, and gives them the knowledge and skills needed 
to fulfil their responsibilities. They should also undertake regular training to keep their 
knowledge and skills updated. A safeguarding training menu can be accessed through 
the CPD section of the Learning and Development training department.    

1.25 Other staff should receive training when they are first appointed and undertake 
regular updated training to keep their knowledge and skills up to date. 
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Appendix C 

 

 

1.0  Governing bodies are accountable for ensuring effective policies and procedures 
are in place to safeguard and promote the wellbeing of children in accordance with this 
guidance, and monitoring its compliance with them. 

1.1 Governing bodies of maintained schools and proprietors of independent schools 
should ensure that their respective organisations: 

o have effective safeguarding policies and procedures in place that are: 
- in accordance with local authority guidance and locally agreed interagency 
procedures 
- inclusive of services that extend beyond the school day (e.g. boarding 
accommodation, community activities on school premises, etc.) 
- reviewed at least annually 
- made available to parents or carers on request 
- provided in a format appropriate to the understanding of children, particularly 
where schools cater for children with additional needs 
 
o operate safe recruitment procedures that take account of the need to 
safeguard children and young people, including arrangements to ensure that all 
appropriate checks are carried out on new staff and unsupervised volunteers who will 
work with children, including relevant DBS checks 
 
o ensure that the head teacher and all other permanent staff and volunteers who 
work with children undertake appropriate training to equip them with the knowledge and 
skills that are necessary to carry out their responsibilities for safeguarding effectively, 
which is kept up-to date by regular training 
 
o give clear guidance to temporary staff and volunteers providing cover during short-
term absences and who will be working with children and young people on the 
organisation’s arrangements for safeguarding and their responsibilities 
 
o ensure that the governing body remedies any deficiencies or weaknesses in regard 
to safeguarding arrangements that are raised without delay 
 
o ensure that the DSP, the designated governor and the chair of governors 
undertakes training in inter-agency working that is in line with local authority 
arrangements and refreshes their knowledge and skills regularly , in addition to 
safeguarding training 
 
Designated governor 

1.2 Identify a Designated Governor for Safeguarding to: 

o take responsibility for safeguarding matters 
o ensure the governing body reviews the school’s policies and procedures annually 
which includes consideration of how it’s responsibilities have been discharged  

Responsibilities of governing bodies/proprietors 
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o maintain contact with the statutory authorities in relation to the disciplinary process 
as set out in Welsh Government guidance Disciplinary and Dismissal Procedures for 
School Staff (002/2020) 
 
1.3 While governing bodies have a role in exercising their disciplinary functions in 
respect of safeguarding allegations against a member of staff, they do not have a role in 
the consideration of individual cases which will be investigated under arrangements set 
out in Safeguarding children in education: handling allegations of professional abuse 
against teachers and other staff (Welsh Government). 

1.4 All members of the governing body should undertake relevant safeguarding 
training to ensure they have the knowledge and information needed to perform their 
functions and understand their wider safeguarding responsibilities. Members of the 
governing body should complete the five ‘Keeping Learners Safe’ modules which can be 
found on the HWB website. It is also advisable that governors undertake the 
‘Safeguarding Children Young people and Adults’ eLearning module through CPD. Other 
useful information on the role of governors in safeguarding can also be found on the 
Governors Wales website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAAahUKEwid0LyKxIDHAhVMCSwKHSQ4Ang&url=http%3A%2F%2Flearning.gov.wales%2Fdocs%2Flearningwales%2Fpublications%2F140410-safeguarding-children-in-education-en.pdf&ei=nOC4VZ2SK8ySsAGk8IjABw&usg=AFQjCNHw0buJl4L13zvq0H-mEypGGqdiCg
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAAahUKEwid0LyKxIDHAhVMCSwKHSQ4Ang&url=http%3A%2F%2Flearning.gov.wales%2Fdocs%2Flearningwales%2Fpublications%2F140410-safeguarding-children-in-education-en.pdf&ei=nOC4VZ2SK8ySsAGk8IjABw&usg=AFQjCNHw0buJl4L13zvq0H-mEypGGqdiCg
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Appendix D 

 

 
 
A ‘child at risk’ is a child who: 
 
● is experiencing or is at risk of abuse, neglect or other kinds of harm; and 
● who has needs for care and support (whether or not the authority is meeting any 
of those needs). 
 
A CHILD IS ABUSED AND NEGLECTED WHEN SOMEONE INFLICTS INJURY, OR 
FAILS TO ACT TO PREVENT HARM.  CHILDREN MAY BE ABUSED IN A FAMILY, OR 
IN AN INSTITUTIONAL OR COMMUNITY SETTING, BY THOSE KNOWN TO THEM, 
OR MORE RARELY, BY A STRANGER.  A CHILD IS ANYONE WHO HAS NOT YET 
REACHED THEIR 18TH BIRTHDAY.  “CHILDREN”, THEREFORE, MEANS “CHILDREN 
AND YOUNG PEOPLE” THROUGHOUT.  THE FACT THAT A CHILD HAS BECOME 16 
YEARS OF AGE AND MAY BE LIVING INDEPENDENTLY DOES NOT CHANGE THEIR 
STATUS OR THEIR ENTITLEMENT TO SERVICES OR PROTECTION UNDER THE 
CHILDREN ACT, 1989. 
 
EVERYBODY SHOULD: 
 
● BE ALERT TO POTENTIAL INDICATORS OF ABUSE OR NEGLECT; 
● BE ALERT TO THE RISKS THAT ABUSERS MAY POSE TO CHILDREN; 
● SHARE THEIR CONCERNS SO THAT INFORMATION CAN BE GATHERED TO 
ASSIST IN THE ASSESSMENT OF THE CHILD’S NEEDS AND CIRCUMSTANCES; 
● WORK WITH AGENCIES TO CONTRIBUTE TO ACTIONS THAT ARE NEEDED 
TO SAFEGUARD AND PROMOTE THE CHILD’S WELLBEING 
● SUPPORT THE CHILD AND THEIR FAMILY. 
 
CATEGORIES OF ABUSE ARE PHYSICAL, SEXUAL, 
EMOTIONAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL, FINANCIAL AND NEGLECT AS OUTLINED IN THE 
SOCIAL SERVICES AND WELLBEING ACT (2014), WORKING TOGETHER TO 
SAFEGUARD PEOPLE VOLUME 5 – HANDLING INDIVIDUAL CASES TO PROTECT 
CHILDREN AT RISK.  
 
THE FOLLOWING IS A NON- EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF EXAMPLES FOR EACH OF THE 
CATEGORIES OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT (MORE DETAILED DEFINITIONS CAN BE 
FOUND IN THE WALES SAFEGUARDING PROCEDURES SECTION 2- 
RECOGNISING A CHILD IS AT RISK OF HARM – POINTERS FOR PRACTICE SIGNS 
AND INDICATORS): 
 
Physical abuse – hitting, slapping, over or misuse of medication, undue restraint or 
inappropriate sanctions. 

Emotional/Psychological – threats of harm or abandonment, coercive control, 
humiliation, verbal or racial abuse, isolation or withdrawal from services or supportive 
networks, witnessing abuse of others.  

Definitions and indicators of abuse  
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Sexual Abuse – forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual 
activities, whether or not the child is aware of what is happening, including: physical 
contact, including penetrative or non-penetrative activities; non-contact activities, such 
as involving children in looking at, or in the production of, pornographic material or 
watching sexual activities or encouraging children to behave in sexually inappropriate 
ways.  

Financial Abuse – this category will be less prevalent for a child but indicators could 
be: 

● Not meeting their needs for care and support which are provided through direct 
payments 
● Complaints that personal property is missing  
 
Neglect – failure to meet basic physical, emotional or psychological needs which is 
likely to result in impairment of health and development.  
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Appendix E 
 

 
 
 
 
WELSH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE INDICATES THAT ALL STAFF NEED TO KNOW 
THAT INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR WITH, OR TOWARDS, CHILDREN IS 
UNACCEPTABLE.  IN PARTICULAR, UNDER THE SEXUAL OFFENCES ACT, 2003, IT 
IS AN OFFENCE FOR A PERSON OVER 18 (FOR EXAMPLE TEACHER, YOUTH 
WORKER) TO HAVE A SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH A CHILD UNDER 18 WHERE 
THAT PERSON IS IN A POSITION OF TRUST IN RESPECT OF THAT CHILD, EVEN 
IF THE RELATIONSHIP IS CONSENSUAL.  THIS APPLIES WHERE THE CHILD IS IN 
FULL-TIME EDUCATION AND THE PERSON WORKS IN THE SAME 
ESTABLISHMENT AS THE CHILD, EVEN IF HE/SHE DOES NOT TEACH THE CHILD.   
 
ALL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STAFF AND LEARNERS ARE FOUNDED ON 
TRUST.  BROADLY SPEAKING, A RELATIONSHIP OF TRUST CAN BE DESCRIBED 
AS ONE IN WHICH ONE PARTY IS IN A POSITION OF TRUST OR INFLUENCE OVER 
THE OTHER, BY VIRTUE OF THEIR WORK OR THE NATURE OF THEIR ACTIVITY.  
THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE POSITION OF TRUST MAY HAVE THE POWER TO CONFER 
ADVANCEMENT OR FAILURE.  THE RELATIONSHIP MAY BE DISTORTED BY FEAR 
OR FAVOUR.  IT IS VITAL FOR ALL THOSE IN SUCH POSITIONS OF TRUST TO 
UNDERSTAND THE POWER IT GIVES THEM OVER THOSE THEY CARE FOR AND 
THE RESPONSIBILITY THEY MUST EXERCISE AS A CONSEQUENCE.  WHILE SUCH 
A RELATIONSHIP OF TRUST EXISTS, ALLOWING A RELATIONSHIP TO DEVELOP 
IN A WAY THAT MIGHT LEAD TO A SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP IS WRONG.  A SEXUAL 
RELATIONSHIP ITSELF WILL BE INTRINSICALLY UNEQUAL IN A RELATIONSHIP OF 
TRUST, AND IS THEREFORE UNACCEPTABLE.  IT IS ALSO INAPPROPRIATE SINCE 
THE ‘PROFESSIONAL’ RELATIONSHIP OF TRUST WOULD BE ALTERED. 
 
THE SEXUAL OFFENCES (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2000, SET OUT A SERIES OF 
OCCUPATIONS TO WHICH THE ABUSE OF POSITION OF TRUST LAWS APPLY.  
THIS INCLUDES ANYONE WORKING IN AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION. THE 
PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE ABUSE OF TRUST PROVISIONS IS TO PROVIDE 
PROTECTION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE AGED 16 AND 17, WHO ARE CONSIDERED 
PARTICULARLY VULNERABLE TO EXPLOITATION BY THOSE WHO HOLD A 
POSITION OF TRUST OR AUTHORITY IN THEIR LIVES. 
 
SUBJECT TO A NUMBER OF LIMITED DEFINITIONS, IT IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE 
FOR A PERSON, IN A POSITION OF TRUST, TO ENGAGE IN ANY SEXUAL ACTIVITY 
WITH A PERSON AGED UNDER 18 WITH WHOM THEY HAVE A RELATIONSHIP OF 
TRUST, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE AGE OF CONSENT EVEN IF THE BASIS OF THEIR 
RELATIONSHIP IS CONSENSUAL.  A RELATIONSHIP EXISTS WHERE A MEMBER 
OF STAFF OR VOLUNTEER IS IN A POSITION OF POWER OR INFLUENCE OVER 
YOUNG PEOPLE AGED 16 OR 17 BY VIRTUE OF THE WORK OR NATURE OF THE 
ACTIVITY BEING UNDERTAKEN.   
 
THE PRINCIPLES APPLY IRRESPECTIVE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION: NEITHER 
HOMOSEXUAL NOR HETEROSEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE ACCEPTABLE WITHIN 

Abuse of Trust 
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A POSITION OF TRUST.  THEY APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL, WITHOUT REGARD TO 
GENDER, RACE, RELIGION, SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR DISABILITY.  THIS IS AN 
AREA WHERE IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO AVOID ANY SEXUAL OR OTHER 
STEREOTYPING.  IN ADDITION, IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNISE THAT WOMEN 
AS WELL AS MEN MAY ABUSE A POSITION OF TRUST. 
 
ALL STAFF SHOULD ENSURE THAT THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH YOUNG PEOPLE 
ARE APPROPRIATE TO THEIR AGE AND GENDER, AND TAKE CARE THAT THEIR 
LANGUAGE AND CONDUCT DOES NOT GIVE RISE TO COMMENT OR 
SPECULATION.  ATTITUDES, DEMEANOUR AND LANGUAGE ALL REQUIRE CARE 
AND THOUGHT, PARTICULARLY WHEN MEMBERS OF STAFF ARE DEALING WITH 
ADOLESCENT BOYS AND GIRLS. 
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APPENDIX F 
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This policy will be reviewed and ratified annually at a full governing body meeting at 
least once a year and recorded in the minutes. The DSP or Head may wish to provide 
the Governing Body with information on the following:- 
 
● changes to safeguarding procedures; 
● training undertaken by all staff and governors in the preceding 12 months; 
● the number of incidents of a safeguarding nature in the school within the preceding 
12 months (without details or names); 
● where and how safeguarding appears in the curriculum; 
● lessons learned from child practice reviews or local practice. 
 
 

 Name Signature Date 
Chair of Governors 
 Mrs Sally Elliott  21/03/2024 

Head Teacher 
 Mrs Fiona Kite  21/03/2024 

 
 

Review Date Spring 2025 
 

Policy Review 
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